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Disclaimer: The Jack Hammer Executive Report as
contained in Volume Four represents only some of
the salient and interesting facts and observations
gained from the research conducted by Jack
Hammer and their partners and does not seek to be
a comprehensive reflection of all the data contained
in the full report. Research for this fourth edition
was concluded in October 2016.
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Foreword
As multinational companies increasingly
expand their footprint into Africa, most
continue to grapple with the continent’s
unique challenges, particularly when decisions
have to be made around the appointment of
top leadership teams.
Too many companies still make these
decisions based on outdated and inaccurate
information - and even on outright myths and must then manage the fallout from costly
mistakes. Mistakes that impact the bottom
line and sometimes even the viability and
reputation of a company in that new market.
One thing that is most certainly not a myth,
is that the search for executives in African
countries really is much more demanding and
tough to navigate than anywhere else.
For starters, and at the risk of stating the
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“Expanding into Africa and growing a sustainable business is no
longer an unknown, obscure exercise.We now have the insights
to help companies create a coherent strategy for building their
leadership teams and the talent to realise that strategy.”
obvious, Africa is a continent, not a country.
And each country has its own unique needs
and challenges when sourcing leaders
and executives.
For some, the solution is to transplant top
leaders from a company’s global headquarters
or regional offices. While this approach has
its benefits, it is certainly not the long-term,
sustainable or even ideal answer.
It is no secret that there are many good
reasons for a company to appoint local
leaders to its top team.
Yet there is such a high demand for these
leaders with the right credentials, capabilities
and aptitudes, that supply is severely
constrained, and securing them is an art.

Or at the very least, extremely
challenging work!
Jack Hammer’s Africa Desk comprises a
team of experts with the knowledge and
experience to navigate the complexities of
sourcing leaders throughout Africa – most
notably in Ghana, Nigeria, Egypt, Kenya,
Tanzania, Mozambique, Namibia and Zambia.
It’s this team’s job to keep on top of
leadership talent across the continent, and
African leaders working abroad in
global organisations.
THE AFRICA REPORT is our fourth annual
Jack Hammer Executive Report, in which we
shift our focus from the leadership landscape
in South Africa to the rest of Africa, in order
to provide a high-level overview of the
prevailing landscape.

Debbie Goodman-Bhyat, CEO : Jack Hammer
Our aim with this research was to assess
the capabilities and skills at executive
levels of multinational corporates in
several countries in Africa, to help
companies make informed decisions
and develop strategies around talent
attraction, and to give hiring managers
and decision-makers the information
and insights they need to make the best
possible appointments.
The landscape in Africa is changing, and
the executive recruitment strategies
that were adopted over the past decade
as Africa emerged as an increasingly
attractive investment destination are
becoming outdated.

It’s time for a fresh take on it, based on
new and accurate data.
THE AFRICA REPORT provides an
up-to-date overview of the trends
in leadership in Africa. The detailed
information which underlie these insights
– and which pinpoint exactly who is
doing what on the continent, and where
- undoubtedly offers an edge in this fast
growing, competitive economy.
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Survey Overview
Jack Hammer Executive Report Volume Four:
Research sample pool
36 Multinational companies
259 Senior Execs

THE AFRICA REPORT is the result of fresh research into the executive
teams making up the top leadership of 36 multinational companies
which have successfully navigated their expansion into Africa.
An analysis of these 259 senior executives and country heads provide
an unprecedented and fascinating look at the existing leadership and
talent strategies of global businesses, as well as insight into changing
trends and future opportunities.
All the companies operate in the consumer sector.
The research sought to understand who makes up these teams –
are they locals or expats, mostly male or gaining ground on the gender
transformation front, racially diverse or lagging behind?
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Attention was also given to qualifications, roles and the
leadership pipeline.

The macro picture has provided valuable
information and novel insights, and the micro
details of the more than 250 top African
leaders – who they are, where they are
based, where they come from and where they
are headed – will prove invaluable in years
to come.
Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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Recent research by The McKinsey
Global Institute, the business and
economics research arm of McKinsey
& Company, estimates that by
2020, Africa will have:

The Future of
Business in Africa

Africa’s economic growth accelerated after 2000,
making it the world’s second fastest-growing region.
1679

4.7

128

48%

of its population holding

secondary
or tertiary
education

million

consumer
households

1565

72

(up from
90 million in 2011)

122
million workers
(more than any
other region)
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1483

Compound annual
growth rate %

6.0

1397
1316

1247

million
new wage-paying jobs

1603

4.6
1.9

2.3
1024

1068

1173
1111

815

It makes sense for global business to grasp the
growing opportunities on the continent, and it makes
even greater sense for them to approach their
leadership strategy in the most sustainable and
cost-effective way. Finding and placing the right leaders
is the critical foundation on which to build this vision.

African annual real GDP $ billion

677
1980

1990

2000

2001

2002

Real GDP compound
annual growth
2000-2010

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

EMERGING ASIA

8.6

AFRICA

5.1

MIDDLE EAST

4.5

LATIN AMERICA

3.7

CENTRAL/
EASTERN EUROPE

3.1

WORLD

2.8

DEVELOPED
ECONOMIES

1.5

SOURCE : Global Insight: McKinsey Global Institute analysis
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Previous Surveys and ER4 Context
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In Search of the Facts : SA’s Top Executives
In the first Executive Report, Jack Hammer brought together, in one place, a set of facts about the leadership landscape in South Africa. Until then,
there was much anecdotal discussion about the pace of transformation in the country, but little in the way of a comprehensive overview.
After publication, and continuing to this day, the first Executive Report became the go-to reference for policymakers, strategists, and
opinion-makers in South Africa and abroad when information and insights regarding the make-up of the country’s top business leadership is
called for. Additionally, the report provided a much needed benchmark, as well as guidelines to captains of industry and hiring managers,
regarding how and why to effect real change with positive implications for the bottom line.
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Executive Talent : Get them, Keep them
Having established the need for transformative business strategies in Volume I, the second Executive Report addressed the challenges inherent in not
only finding, but also appointing and retaining top leaders.
Conducting an extensive sur vey among the countr y’s top talent, it became clear that throwing money at the problem was not the answer.
The report went on to provide a coherent, representative picture of what companies could do to attract and retain game-changers, and
once again provided data-based guidance to business leaders who have been grappling with an opaque understanding of the challenges
and solutions around building strong senior leadership teams.
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Finding the Facts: South Africa’s Future Leaders
The third executive report sought to understand what the leadership landscape in South Africa would look like in coming decades,
to determine whether companies were on the right path, or continuing down the same road to nowhere. This has become an important
question in an environment where the lack of transformation has started to have a real impact on the bottom line of companies
missing out on public and private sector opportunities due to not meeting regulatory requirements. As too many businesses still take a
fly-by-the-seat-of-their-pants approach, attempting to fill roles ad hoc in an effort to fill scorecards rather than as part of a considered
strategy, the conclusion was that many companies had cause to re-think their approach to remain competitive. By using various data
sets, comparing, analysing and extrapolating them, the report was able to provide a valuable roadmap based on the unique
insights gained from the research.

Jack Hammer Executive Report Volume 1

1
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The Africa Report: Leadership Strategies for Sustainable Growth
As was the case with the first executive report, until now there has never been a comprehensive and detailed analysis based on
granular data of the senior leaders from key economic hubs on the continent. For many companies, their hiring strategy is often
based on a vague understanding of the general perceptions – often myths – of the best way to proceed when making top appointments.
Some companies automatically send their best talent to Africa, while others automatically appoint local leaders believing that is the way to
go. But it certainly is not a clear-cut or black and white issue, a one-size fits all approach. Jack Hammer’s pioneering work in researching
and understanding Africa’s leadership landscape clearly indicates that many of the myths and understandings about business leadership on
the continent are misguided. With this current piece of work, organisations can now reconsider their strategies, benchmarking them against
up-to-date, coherent data. Understanding the issues, the challenges and the opportunities as highlighted in this report will allow
companies to make the best choices for their Africa teams in coming decades, while ensuring they remain sustainable and very
importantly, competitive.
Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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Survey Findings
Overview

Leadership In African
Multinationals

52%

Postgraduate
Qualifications

84%

Financial
Commercial
Engineering
Qualifications

Local Vs
Expat

65%

are Locals

35%

are Expats
11
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Executive Teams

27%
Women

73%
Men

Key Leadership Roles

90% 10%
Men

Women
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SUCCESSFUL
APPOINTMENTS ARE
HUGELY DEPENDENT
ON THE QUALITY OF
TIME SPENT BY DECISION
MAKERS AND THE EXPERTS
ADVISING THEM, TO
DETERMINE WITH GREAT
CLARITY THE FOUNDATION
OF THE BRIEFS FOR KEY
APPOINTMENTS.

Executive
appointments
in Africa
What you should know
Given all the considerations and logistics
associated with expansion into and growth
on the continent, it is understandable that
companies often elect to go the ‘safe’ and
sometimes ‘easier’ route when building local
leadership teams.
But what could appear to be the pragmatic
route isn’t necessarily the case, and hiring
managers should take time to ensure they
have a considered strategy.

13
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Strong leadership teams build strong
companies, and a team that works well
together can become a force that is more than
the sum of its individual parts. Not every good
candidate is the right one for an organisation,
or even a specific team, and that is especially
true in Africa.
The three most important criteria to consider
(if a candidate’s experience and qualifications
meet requirements) are universal, but
require additional reflection when making
appointments in Africa.

Fit
Boards must have a thorough discussion
about what ‘fit’ means for a company, and
how this will translate to hiring decisions
in a local context.
Fit should be displayed and
demonstrated in behaviour (during the
assessment and interview phases) and
track record of candidates.
It is critical for cultural differences
and biases to be taken into account
during the interview process. Whether
appointing an African expat, or an expat
from anywhere else in the world,
cultural diversity is to be expected.
An organisation should be clear about
the values and behaviours that need
to be evident - regardless of cultural
diversity - when making appointments in
a multi-cultural environment.

Diversity
We know that people like to work with
those who are similar to them. They give
preference, mostly ‘unconsciously’,
to candidates who went to the same
school, grew up in the same region, speak
the same language, or have some kind of
common bond.
The typical scenario when it comes to
making executive appointments in Africa,
particularly local national appointments,
is that decision-makers and hiring
managers are almost never from the same
background as the candidates. What this
means is that unconscious bias will almost
always play a role in the interview.
Awareness and exposure address this.
It’s then up to all the stakeholders to
actually embrace diversity and not just pay
lip service to it.

Clarity
around key
elements of
success in the
specific role
Success means that your business
can smoothly integrate into the local
market and grow given the context and
challenges. A local executive may often
be better positioned to accomplish this
goal, however there must be a careful
weighing up of each candidate’s strengths
and weaknesses, whether they be local
or expat, relative to a specific role.
It’s not just about general leadership
credentials – it’s about the specifics for
THIS role, in the context of
THIS company, in THIS country.

Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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The data shows that there IS a market of top African talent with the
right leadership credentials across the continent. We have also seen that
multinationals remain hesitant about entrusting key leadership roles to local
executives. But while there is a general sense that there is only
a small pool of talent, findings in THE AFRICA REPORT show
that this is a misconception, and that big business would do
well to thoroughly investigate all their options based on
up-to-date facts.
15
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When making top
level appointments
in Africa, there needs
to be a weighing
up of the inside-out
challenges locals may
face, and the outsidein challenges expats
need to overcome,
before determining
which candidate is
right for a specific
role.

Local vs Expat
Appointing expats to top
leadership positions in Africa
has made sense for a long
time. You know what you get
and they know what you want.
However evidence is starting to

Expat appointments come with significantly
increased costs, including:

Resettlement
costs, including
making the move
attractive enough
for high level
executives

17
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point to the fact that building a
strong team with a number of
candidates sourced from the
country of operation, or from
elsewhere on the continent, is a
good approach for the future.

Living
costs in the new

country, including
substantial housing and
school fees, as well
as safety and security
measures

Additionally, visa, regulatory and work permit
restrictions can make the move exceptionally
onerous and time-consuming.
On top of the major expense and red tape,
there is also a very real risk that the expat
may struggle in the new environment, and be
unable to rise to the challenge of the role, or
even carving out a new life in the country of
resettlement.
Simply put, the benefit of appointing an expat
may be outweighed by the value provided,
given the context of acclimatisation to new
environment and the cost involved.
Local leaders are almost always in a better
position with regards to understanding the
environment, having local networks and
insights required to grow the business and
build solid local teams, and having none of the
risks associated with resettling in an unfamiliar
and sometimes hostile environment.

but

The choice between appointing an expat
or a local candidate, despite some obvious
benefits of sourcing locally, can’t be made
before a detailed analysis of the country,
the organisation, the role and the pool of
accessible talent.

Companies may choose to appoint
an expat for very good reasons:
1

ensuring that the organisational culture translates into the
local context,

2

career development for leaders within the organisation.

3

leveraging institutional memory.

Further, allocating trusted, known leaders to new markets addresses
one element of perceived risk for an organisation, offering
reassurance and peace of mind.

Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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Local vs Expat
There is a growing pool of homegrown
leadership talent available to multinationals.
The benefit of appointing one of these
leaders is clear. The trick is to find the right
person with the right qualifications and
experience for your company.

65%
of 259 EXECS
are locals
19
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The
number
of expats in
executive teams
is lower than
expected

What You Should Know

Contrary to expectations, local nationals
make up the vast majority of executive
teams of multinational organisations in
Africa. This indicates that there is indeed a
notable pool of local talent ready and able
to take up senior leadership roles.
Nevertheless, it is not surprising that 61%
of CEOs are expats, given the reality that
companies still elect the safe, conservative
approach when making top appointments.
Yet the 39% of companies that have taken
the approach of making a local appointment
to its most senior position shows that
businesses are increasingly recognising
the benefit of selecting a suitably qualified

61%

39%

of CEOs

of CEOs

are expats

are local

executive who understands the local
context to head their operations in Africa.
Our research into the African executives
who occupy these positions shows that
1) these leaders hold post graduate
qualifications and often 2) have built a solid
track record either at another multinational,
or abroad.

There is a
substantial
leadership
talent pool in
Africa

The idea that
multinationals
would rather
not appoint
local leaders to
key roles is
a myth

Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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Nigeria

“

Expat Breakdown By Country
Africa’s employment landscape reveals some surprises. One of these
is that the continent’s workforce is more educated and employed in a
more diverse set of sectors than is commonly perceived.
Today, 40 percent of Africans have a secondary or tertiary education, up
from 32 percent ten years ago. By 2020, that share is set to rise to 48
percent, bringing Africa’s educational attainment levels broadly in line
with India’s, though still lagging behind those in China.
McKinsey
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Ghana

73 Total Executives
27 Expats

36

Total Executives

13

Expats

46 Locals

23 Locals

Kenya

South Africa
76

Total Executives

26

Expats

50 Locals

Interesting to note that in
South Africa, even with its
perceived well-developed
talent pool, the number
of expats is roughly
comparable to the spread
throughout other African
countries surveyed.

74

Total Executives

30

Expats

44 Locals

Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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Key Leadership
Roles
Key leadership roles are those positions
likely to have the biggest impact on
a company. The key leadership group is
made up of the company head (CEO/MD/
Country Head), Financial Head (Chief
Financial Officer, Head of Finance) and
a handful of other positions which form
the pipeline to these two roles. Non-core
roles are generally considered to be within
the following divisions: Corporate Services,
Risk, IT, Marketing, Legal, HR and Business
Development.
23
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45%

Of Key Leadership
Roles are held by		

Expats

There is a growing pool of top leadership talent originating
from Africa. Many of these leaders are currently working in
multinationals around the world, and it is particularly these
individuals who are in hot demand to fill key leadership roles in
their home countries.

55%

Of Key Leadership
Roles are held by

Local Nationals

Often, the first prize for a company is to appoint someone
who fundamentally understands the way of doing business in a
country, with cultural knowledge and local insights, who speaks
the language and grasps the political landscape, nuances and
regulatory issues.
This person should, however, also be someone who has
acquired the necessary multinational skills and experience.
Jack Hammer has been observing the growth of a pool of
strong leaders who qualify on both scores.

A pervasive myth remains that expats are the
kingmakers and will hold the most important leadership
roles. This is not the case.
Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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CEO / CFO

Although 61% of CEOs
are expats, that still means

40% of
CEOs are local
leaders
that almost

Expats

Local Nationals

58%

61%

CEO

CFO

39%

42%

78%

OF CEOs OR CFOs
are expats

These statistics show that there IS talent, and that there is an
increasing TRUST which is seeing local talent appointed to
core leadership roles. It is no longer true that multinationals
in Africa will appoint only a sprinkling of nationals into
secondary roles. Many companies have come to understand
and realise the benefit and competitive advantage of
appointing a suitably qualified and experienced local executive
to their most senior positions.
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Companies are likely
to have an EXPAT
in at least one of
the key roles

Key Insights
The complexity around
the reporting matrix of a
multinational means that
an individual who has only
worked in a small local
business is unlikely to have
the requisite experience.

When expats are
appointed in Africa,
they are most likely
going to be in key
leadership roles.

Key Leadership Roles By Country
37

35

42

22

kenya

south africa

nigeria

ghana

45% expats
55% locals

41% expats
59% locals

51% expats
49% locals

46% expats
54% locals
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The African
Expat
75%
of all executives are
AFRICAN
NATIONALS

30%

Three quarters of the total pool of
259 executives are made up
of African Executives.
It is a myth that expat leaders originate mostly
from Europe, Asia and the USA.
Companies recognise that expats from elsewhere in Africa are often more able to adapt to the
context in other African countries than expats from outside of Africa. There is also significant mobility
of leaders from South Africa and elsewhere in Africa.

of expats are from
OTHER AFRICAN
COUNTRY
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JACK HAMMER EXECUTIVE REPORT VOLUME III:
FINDING THE FACTS, SA’S FUTURE LEADERS,
showed that only 17% of top executives in South
Africa were female. Given what we now know about
the rest of Africa, it is clear that countries outside of
South Africa are doing much better in terms of
gender transformation.

Key Leadership Roles

Gender
259 Executives
27% Women
73% Men

29
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10% Women
90% Men

Local vs Expat

24 % Local Women
3% Expat Woman
73% Men

THE AFRICA REPORT SURVEY showed that female
leadership representation in the two top roles (CEO
& CFO) in the companies and countries surveyed
are much better than would have been expected.
Additionally, women in these top positions are mostly
local nationals, with only a minute number of these
women being expats.

CEOs

CFOs

14% Women
86% Men

22% Women
78% Men

The evidence shows that there DOES exist a pool of top female talent on
the continent, and that the assumption that women don’t make it to the top
in Africa is a myth. If gender diversity is on the agenda for your business (as it
should be), it is possible to search for and find top women leaders.

Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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24%
Eurozone

Gender Global
Overview
Proportion Of Senior
Management Roles
Held By Women

35%
EASTERN
28%

SOUTHERN
EUROPE

45%

RUSSIA

13%

20%

DEVELOPED
APAC

TURKEY

36%

39%

39%

19%

19%

PHILLIPPINES LITHUANIA

39%

ESTONIA

19%

IRELAND NEW ZEALAND BRAZIL

35%

INDONESIA

LATVIA

18%

18%

34%

POLAND

34%

CHINA

39%

THAILAND

19%

MEXICO

34%

ITALY

26%

AMERICA

Conducted independently from one another,
The Jack Hammer Executive Report Volume
4 and research by Grant Thornton UK (2016)
arrived at the same findings concerning
the representation of women in senior
management positions in Africa. Both indicated
that women made up 27% of senior leadership
teams on the continent.
Additionally, the findings indicated that gender
representation in senior roles are on average
5% higher than the global average.
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24%
EU

24%
MINT

18%
LATIN

31

26%
BRIC

EUROPE

22%
G7

Senior Roles Held By
Women By Country

27%
Africa

EMERGING
APAC

Emerging markets in Africa are doing
significantly better than developed
countries across the world when it comes
to female representation in top jobs.

34%
ASEAN

NETHERLANDS ARGENTINA

16%

INDIA

15%

GERMANY

7%

JAPAN

THE AFRICAN COUNTRIES SURVEYED AS PART
OF JACK HAMMER EXECUTIVE REPORT VOLUME
4 FARED COMMENDABLY ON THE GENDER
TRANSFORMATION FRONT COMPARED TO THEIR
GLOBAL PEERS.
Two countries – Ghana and Kenya – had female
representation on par with the top 10 transformed
countries, while the other two – South Africa and Nigeria
– were well ahead of the bottom 10.
Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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Ghana

Gender by
Country

Women
31%

women
22%

31%

22%

78%
Men

Given what we now know about the rest
of Africa, it is clear that countries outside
of South Africa are doing much better in
terms of gender transformation.

31%
69%
Men

26%

Kenya
Jack Hammer Executive Report Volume Four

Nigeria

Senior Female
Leaders
By Country
.

Overall, regardless of the country, women
make up no greater than 30% of the
executive landscape, which means that
there is still much progress to be made on
the gender transformation front.

33

69%
Men

Women
31%

74%
Men

South
Africa
women
26%

Research has shown that companies which field a high representation of women in top
leadership roles significantly outperform those who don’t, so it makes sound business
sense to look at the opportunities provided by appointing qualified, experienced women.

Despite representation still lacking, there IS a silver
lining: Among the global multinationals surveyed,
women are increasingly starting to fill top positions,
and are not just represented in support roles.
“We know that businesses with diverse workforces can outperform
their more homogeneous peers and are better positioned to adapt
to a rapidly changing global business environment. Within the context
of increased uncertainty and complexity, firms must resist group-think
and welcome a range of perspectives in order to grow and meet the
challenges of today.”
Sacha Romanovitch, CEO, Grant Thornton UK
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Qualifications
Overview

In a move from the historical trend, where the pool
of local African executives with higher qualifications
- and particularly higher technical qualifications
from respected institutions - was very small and
competition for these candidates fierce, the research
shows that career-minded leaders have over the past
decade invested heavily in their education.
In addition to now being able to source highly
qualified candidates, companies are increasingly
investing in their top talent by providing international
study and partnership opportunities, which further
strengthens top leadership teams not just within
companies, but also at individual level.

Executive Teams In Africa
Fields of Study
13%

ENGINEERING

35%

FINANCE

31%

SCIENCE

5%
16%

84% of executives have a strong technical
qualification – either in finance, business, engineering
or science - a statistically significant finding that
indicates high numeracy in top leadership teams.

84%

LAW

35

To MB A Or Not To MB A In Africa
Association of MBAs Application and Enrolment Report, 2015
There is a stark difference between the
number of local nationals holding an MBA
and their expat colleagues. In an environment
where the qualifications bar for African leaders
to be noticed and stand out is high, an MBA
is seen as an effective way to differentiate
oneself and prove grit, determination and
business savvy.

abroad, and multinationals will often invest in
developing their top talent in this way,
by financing and enabling a leader to pursue
MBA studies.

Enrolments for global MBA programmes
from African students have risen by 4%
since 2011.

Many African leaders who rise to the top have
spent some years furthering their education

Unlike their counterparts in South
Africa and the rest of the world,
where an MBA is no longer seen as
the golden ticket or the postgraduate
qualification of choice, the MBA
continues to identify leaders in the
rest of Africa as part of an elite group.

HUMANITIES

Highest Degree
52%

Qualifications

52% of
executives
have a Masters,
MBA or PhD

Jack Hammer Executive Report Volume Four

84%

BACHELORS

60%
HONOURS

49%
MASTERS

3%
PHD

26% of
Executives
Hold MBAs

MBA by Role
Expats
19%

Local
Nationals
81%

Holding an MBA
is a likely predictor
of attaining a key
Leadership role in
Africa

Key Leadership
62%

CEOs
30%
Volume Four Jack Hammer Executive Report
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How far will a degree in humanities take
you? It depends if you are male or female

Gender & Qualifications
Women In Executive Roles

Route To
The Top

79% hold a business, finance or
science undergraduate degree
Female executives in Africa are aggressively pursuing the route to the top,
and understand that they will only get there with the right qualifications.
Almost 80% of the female executives surveyed have a strong financial,
business or technical qualification, and 46% have Master’s level degrees.
Most of the women in this group are African – not expats – who have their
eye on top leadership roles, and are mapping their careers accordingly –
starting with their academic credentials.
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79%

As anywhere else in the world, key
leadership roles are routinely filled
from the core areas of the business,
where individuals have proven
themselves with accountability for the
bottom line. Secondary or support
functions, such as HR, marketing,
corporate affairs, legal and governance
positions - regardless of how strategic
the role itself is - will seldom lead all
the way to the top, and women in
Africa are making sure that they start
off in the right stream.

40%
100%

OF MEN with humanities degrees are in HR, Marketing or
Customer Service roles

OF WOMEN with humanities degrees are in HR,
Marketing or Customer Service roles

48%

OF MEN with humanities degrees have moved into
strategic business roles, including key leadership roles
such as COO, CFO, and CEO.

0%

OF WOMEN with humanities degrees have moved into
strategic business roles.

Women are still relegated to the sidelines
while men are on the playing field
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Overcoming Challenges

Expanding into Africa and growing a sustainable
business is no longer an unknown, obscure
exercise. As with everywhere else in the world,
we now have access to data which provides
insights and solutions to make great business
decisions. Particularly when it comes to leadership.
Knee-jerk stop-gaps for key appointments are no
longer appropriate or necessary, and it is time for
business to stop, think and figure out a coherent
strategy for building their leadership teams.
For each organisation, the challenges and
opportunities are unique. But why not benefit
from the data and information that’s out there,
to keep one step ahead?

We understand and can interrogate the difference
between a candidate who looks good on paper –
be they an expat or a local national – and whether
a person will be able to rise to the challenge in a
tough environment.
In particular, we know who the leaders are
and where to find them, and we know how to
strategically build leadership teams that are more
than the sum of their individual parts.
Because when people fit, they reveal their
greatness. And that’s what compels us.
DEBBIE GOODMAN-BHYAT
CEO : Jack Hammer

Jack Hammer’s Africa Desk has worked with
some of the world’s top companies to ensure
that they are able to source the right talent for
the right positions, and we continue to invest in
understanding what the executive landscape looks
like at any given time.
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Jack Hammer is rated in the top three executive search firms in South Africa and through our IRC
“
partnership, in the top three globally. With our head office in Cape Town, and additional offices in
Johannesburg, Ghana, Nigeria, Egypt and Kenya, Jack Hammer has earned a reputation for being
the ‘go-to’ executive recruiters for the most challenging of search assignments. We help you find
and appoint the winners who fit your company and your culture; the ones who will thrive, and drive
your growth. We spend time getting to know you. Asking the hard questions. Defining what a great
leader looks like for YOU.
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Telephone

+ 2 7 1 1 7 8 4 - 1822 (Joha nnesbur g )
+ 2 7 2 1 4 2 5 - 6677 (C a p e Town)
+ 2 3 3 5 5 3 1 1 0682 (Gha na )

Email

i n fo @ j h a m m er. co. za

Physcial Address

2 9 L o o p S t r eet , C a p e Town, 8012

Postal Address

P O B ox 7 4 60, C a p e Town, 8012

Websites

w w w. j h a m m er. co. za
w w w. i r c s e a r chp a r t ner s. com
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